About CNC Models

Established in 2005 in the Commonwealth of Virginia, CNC Models began with the intent of bringing the latest technology and materials to model ship building. CNC Models uses Computer Numerically Controlled (CNC) equipment to produce superstructure kits. CNC Models develops accurate Computer Aided Design (CAD) models which are then used to design the superstructures and other components of model ships. While great accuracy and precision are used to manufacture CNC kits, assembly still requires modeling skills and some sanding and fitting. Our superstructure kits are made from 2mm (.08”) and 1mm (.04”) thick Sintra, a foamed closed cell PVC plastic that can be machined and painted without preparation. CNC Models is ready to assist any modeler build his/her dream model ship. We look forward to serving your ship modeling needs. See you at the lake.

What is Sintra? Why use it on Superstructures?

Sintra is a lightweight rigid board of moderately expanded closed-cell PVC plastic. It has smooth surfaces ready for painting. It machines and cuts easily and can be thermoformed. Sintra does not get brittle with age or exposure to sunlight. My USS Yorktown has a Sintra superstructure that is 24 years old and still looks great. Sintra can be glued with CA medium glue or PVC glue. The light weight makes it ideal for models that are sensitive to top weight.

Website: www.cnc-models.com

E-mail: admiralbb62@yahoo.com, cncmodels@verizon.net

You Tube channel: https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCRaxJSIbLH7ek0EQ1SpJwQ

Paypal verified vendor. Payments accepted at cncmodels@verizon.net

Prices subject to change without notice due to exchange rates and other factors.
What our kits look like:

Arleigh Burke Flight I sheets D and E

Gearin FRAM (Assembled)
Superstructure Kits

Battleships

USS Iowa WWII BB-61

This kit will can be used to build all 4 Iowa class battleships as configured in WWII. The kit does not include the rear director tower, rear stack, stack caps or front director tower. These items are available from the scale shipyard at www.scaleshipyard.com.

1/72 scale $400    1/96 scale $350.00    1/128 scale $300    1/192 scale $250
In development:

USS New Jersey BB-62 1980’s

USS North Carolina BB-55 WWII
USS Massachusetts BB-59 WWII
Cruisers

USS Atlanta CL-51

1/96 scale $250.00
USS Bainbridge CGN-25

1/96 scale $250.00
USS Baltimore CA-68

1/96 scale  $250.00
USS Belknap

Belknap CG 26
dated 1985

1/96 scale $250
USS California CGN-36

1/96 scale $250
USS Cleveland CL-55

1/96scale $250
USS Indianapolis CA-35

1/96 scale $250
USS Long Beach CGN-9

1/96 scale $300
USS Northampton CA-26

Photo # NH 53582  USS Houston off San Diego, Calif., in Oct. 1935, with President Roosevelt on board

1/96scale $250
USS Oakland CL-95

1/96 scale $250  1/48 scale $350
USS Ticonderoga

Baseline 0 (CG-47 to CG-48)

1/96 scale $250  1/72 scale $350
Baseline 1 (CG-49 to CG-51)
1/96 scale $250 1/72 scale $350

Baseline 2 (CG-52 to CG-78)
1/96 scale $250 1/72 scale $35
USS Virginia CGN-38

1/96 scale $250
Destroiers

USS Adams DDG-2

1/96 scale $200 1/72 scale $250
USS Arleigh Burke

Flight I

1/96 scale $250  
1/72 scale $350
Flight IIA

1/96 scale $250  1/72 scale $350
USS Fletcher

Round bridge

1/96 scale $200
1/48 scale $300
Square bridge

1/96 scale $200  
1/72 scale $250  
1/48 scale $300
FRAM conversion

1/96 scale $200
USS Forrest Sherman

1950s
1/96 scale $200

USS Decatur DDG-31

Converted Forrest Sherman class

1/96 scale $200
WWII

1/96 scale $200  
1/72 scale $250  
1/48 scale $300
FRAM

1/96 scale $200  1/72 scale $250  1/48 scale $300
USS Spruance

1/96 scale $250  1/72 scale $350
Extended hangar

1/96 scale $250  1/72 scale $350
USS Sumner

British style bridge

1/96 scale $200
WWII

1/96 scale $200

Under development:
USS Laffey FRAM version
USS Slater

1/96 scale $150

1/48 scale $200
Type 42

1/96 scale $250  1/72 scale $300
Frigates

HMS Amazon

1/96 scale $200  1/72 scale $250
HMS Plymouth

1/96 scale $200
1/72 scale $250
USS Brooke

FFG-1 to FFG-3 (Short bridge)

1/96 scale $180
FFG-4 to FFG-6 (Long bridge)

1/96 scale $180
USS Knox FF-1052

1/96 scale $200
Type 22

1/96 scale $250  
1/72 scale $300
Auxiliaries

Admirable Class Minesweeper

1/96 scale $100  1/48 scale $150
Cyclone Class Patrol Boat

1/96 scale $150

1/48 scale $200
Civilian

Neptune

Replacement for the Graupner Neptune superstructure

1/96 scale $100
Bulk Carrier

Fits on the Mouldeans bulk carrier hull
http://deansmarine.co.uk/shop/product_info.php/cPath/26_33/products_id/567

1/96 scale $150
Fits on the Orion Models A class Combi hull
http://www.orionmouldings.com/cargo-tankers-coasters
MTB hulls

USNS Lewis & Clark T-AKE-1

1/96 scale $350

MTB hull $439 (coming soon)
86.125” x 13.19”
Kaiser Class Oiler

1/96 scale $250

MTB hull $439 (coming soon)
84.625” x 12.18”
Anzac class frigate

1/96 scale $200

MTB hull $195
44.75” x 6.125”

Note: Hulls over 58” in length come in two pieces. A lip is provided for easy assembly.
Arleigh Burke Flight IIA

1/96 scale $250

MTB hull $255
63” x 8.25”

Durand De La Penne destroyer

1/96 scale $250

MTB hull $255
60.625” x 6.625”
Bandenburg Frigate (Type 123)

1/96 scale $250

MTB hull $249
56.94” x 6.875”
Carronade

1/96 scale $100
MTB hull $149
30.625” x 4.9”

Loyal class tender

1/96 scale $50
MTB hull $79
10” x 2.75”
Akizuki destroyer DDG-115

1/96 scale $250

MTB hull $255  (modified Arleigh Burke hull, cut 1.9” shorter)
61” x 8”
Fleetside Models

These are plank on frame hulls and include the superstructure kit. They are designed by John at Fleeside models and licensed to CNC Models. Modeler must supply planking material, fiberglass and finishing materials.

JMSDF Atago $350

JMSDF Takanami $350

Thanks for looking
cncmodels@verizon.net